
This month's product promotions, company  news and more. 

Welcome to the May edition of "In The Know With Capitol Materials Coastal." We're
glad to connect with you again!

May Promo

RUCO® Design Texture
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Ruco® Design Texture is a non-asbestos,
unaggregated, dry-powder product, formulated for
use in spray machines or hand application. Design
Texture
can be used to create various texture effects such as:
fog, splatter, orange peel, knock down, skip trowel, or
stipple.

Design Texture is an unaggregated and economical
powder product that may be used for heavy splatter/
knockdown texture or l ight orange peel. Conceals
minor defects in substrate. Easy c lean up. No
spoilage
if left in hopper overnight.

Click here for full product data and architectural
specs

Construction Zip Up Zippers 2 Pack
Pro Tect Zip-Up is the easiest and most
economical way to provide a temporary entry
and exit
Double-side zipper attaches permanently to
your plastic  sheeting, allowing you to create
any size or shape entry
The best all-weather entry/exit system for sites
that need protection against unwanted dust,
dirt and heat loss

Easy Installation:

1. Peel paper backing from zipper and apply to the
plastic  sheeting.  The trick is not to peel all the paper
back at once.  Peel as you go, it wil l  allow of a
straighter installment to the plastic .  Also when you
peel all the paper off basically it is l ike handling a
long strip of fly paper and can stick to other things or
where you don't want it during installation

2. Once you have the Zip-Up Construction Zipper attached to the plastic  take a
razor blade and follow the Construction Zipper back up in order to get a c lean,
straight opening.

3.  If you choose to use both Zippers you can roll i t up and use the Velcro tabs that
are provided to hold it to the door you created up for easy in and out.

Click here for full product data

Fall Protection 101

Falls can occur from a large variety of locations throughout the work area,
inc luding ladders, scaffolding, roofs, and unprotected edges.

Did You Know...

The average injury c laim inc luding benefits costs the employer $8,000?
The average cost savings associated with injury prevention is an
estimated $24,842 a year?

A major contributor to falls, however, is a simple lack of knowledge about how to
best prevent them. Learning about strategies for fall prevention, such as install ing
guardrails, using toe boards, tying off to appropriate anchors, and blocking
openings, can all dramatically reduce the l ikelihood of falls.

Unfortunately, at many job sites, such fall prevention practices are not currently
applied as well as they could be. Not only does this put workers at greater risk, it is
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in noncompliance with legal regulations set forth by the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) and American National Standards Institute (ANSI).

OSHA 1926, Subpart M, details the many regulations that must be met for the
proper and legally compliant use of fall protection equipment. Worker training
plays a central role in OSHA fall protection standards, since fall protection
equipment wil l not serve its purpose unless it is used correctly.

OSHA 1926.503 (a)(1) states:
"The employer shall provide a training program for each employee who might be
exposed to fall hazards. The program shall enable each employee to recognize the
hazards of fall ing, and shall train each employee in the procedures to be followed
in order to minimize these hazards."
Your training program needs to cover:

1. The nature of fall hazards in the work area.
2. The correct procedures for erecting, maintaining, disassembling, and

inspecting the fall protection systems to be used.
3. The use and operation of guardrail systems, personal fall arrest systems,

safety net systems, warning l ine systems, safety monitoring systems,
controlled access zones, and other protection to be used.

4. The role of each employee in the safety monitoring system when this system
is used.

5. The l imitations on the use of mechanical equipment during the performance
of roofing work on low-sloped roofs.

6. The correct procedures for the handling and storage of equipment and
materials and the erection of overhead protection.

7. The role of employees in fall protection plans.
8. The standards contained in OSHA 1926, Subpart M.

The products and training c lasses developed by Guardian Fall Protection are
designed to ensure the safety of both the worker and employer, whether it is from
harm or fines.

Savannah's Canal District, among
largest projects in city history,
cleared to launch

Georgia's oldest c ity is preparing to launch what
could be the largest single project in its history, a
multiphase venture that backers say wil l revive an
under-appreciated canal and expand its l ively
tourist distric t west.

Expected to ultimately cost about $140 mill ion, Savannah's Canal Distric t would be
anchored by a new 9,000-seat arena, while an 1893 waterworks building beside the
canal wil l be revitalized to infuse historical uniqueness, offic ials say. (It's been out of
commission for about eighty years.)

The site is west of Forsyth Park, not far from the c ity's river-spanning Talmadge Memorial
Bridge. Plans call for about 3,000 parking spaces-few of them visible at street level-and
gateway bridges across the canal, connected by multi-purpose paths.

Read More

For more information about Capitol Materials Coastal, inc luding our services and product
offerings, visit our website .
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With eight yard locations across Georgia, South Carolina and Florida.
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